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ABSTRACT 

Current process planning practice and theory for sheet metal part forming does not consider 
transfer of geometric tolerances (GD&T). To eliminate this shortcoming, GD&T tolerance 
transfer is implemented using a statistical model of machining errors and a Monte-Carlo 
simulation. Considered sources of errors comprise positioning errors of the part and bend 
lines, bending angles, and blanking. Typical sheet metal parts are studied. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Process errors, design tolerance specifications, and production cost are closely interrelated. 
Precise knowledge of process errors and their accumulation with respect to design dimensions 
allows an optimal choice of processes (in particular the datums used in them) in terms of 
minimal machine and setup changes, as well as other cost related properties of processes. To 
no surprise, major efforts in calculating the -so called - tolerance transfer, were undertaken in 
the past and are ongoing for metal removal processes and assembly (Thimm, 2001; Hong, 
2002; Desrochers, 2003; Thimm, 2004; Lin, 2005). However, this is not true for sheet metal 
part forming: only specific work was done with respect to sheet metal and does not comprise 
transfer of geometric tolerances (GD&T) (De Vin, 1996; De Vin 1998; Han, 2001; Aomura, 
2002; Rico, 2003). 

According to publications in this field, researchers feel that several issues need to be 
addressed: 

• Angular errors for bending operations (erroneous estimations of spring-back) influence 
also the accuracy of size dimensions. In literature on tolerance transfer this issue is widely 
overlooked. 

• Charting methods for tolerance transfer consider space only two dimensions. 

• Only size dimensional tolerances (conventional plus/minus) are considered. De Vin stated 
that it is necessary to transfer size tolerances to geometric tolerances but no details were 
discussed (De Vin, 1998). 

• Computer aided tolerancing has to be extended to operations other than bending. 
Operations such as punching, blanking, and deep-drawing are neglected. 

• Statistical tolerancing is utilized only for tolerance analysis and synthesis of sheet metal 
assembly issues, not for sheet metal part forming (Singh, 2003). 
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In the aim of initiating a more detailed investigation, effects of process errors such as 
workpiece positioning errors, errors on the positions of bend lines, and errors on bend angles 
on the tolerances of the part are modelled and calculated.  

As a generalisable and closed form for statistical tolerances seems to be not achievable, a 
Monte-Carlo simulation is used to determine actual error distributions.  Even so the Monte-
Carlo method is of limited use in practical applications, the authors feel that it is an important 
step in this investigation, as it will allow an objective evaluation of other methods (Landau, 
2005). This is of particular importance in sheet metal forming due to rather complex 
interactions of various errors (certain errors can cancel each other). 

The feasibility to calculate geometric tolerances is demonstrated for two geometric 
dimensions in two example parts. Furthermore, a calculation of part tolerances provides an 
insight into the accumulation of geometric tolerances. 
 

2 TOLERANCE TRANSFER IN SHEET METAL FORMING 

2.1 MACHINING ERRORS IN BENDING AND PUNCHING 

Before the examination of the two example parts in sections 2.2 and 2.4 can take place, 
process errors have to be discussed.  

The prevailing part errors chosen for the examples in bending and punching processes are 
listed in table 1. All errors ∆E are considered to be independent statistical variables with 
centred normal distributions (the ∆ labelling it as statistical variable). The notation δE 
designates a sample or observed error in the distribution ∆E. Errors are understood in the 
following as distributions (symmetric and free of systematic errors in order to simplify the 
notation). This means, that depending on the tolerance model (e.g. worst case or statistical) 
chosen, the “+” operator, as well as products, are to be interpreted accordingly.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The blanking error ∆B is the distribution of the distance between the ideal and the actual 
outline of a sheet metal blank. For the same batch of metal blanks, this error is expected to 
follow the same distribution.  

Error Symbol Standard Deviation σ 

Blanking error ∆B 0.015mm 

Positioning error ∆P 0.015mm 

Thickness error ∆T 0.01mm 

Error in length during bending ∆Lb 0.01mm 

Angular error in position of bends ∆γb  

Angular bending error ∆α 0.1˚ 

Error in length during punching ∆Lp 0.01mm 

Angular error in position of punched features ∆γp  

 

Table 1: Errors and their distribution in sheet metal forming 
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Positioning errors ∆P are the distances between individual, idealised datums and the 
corresponding point on the workpiece and cause an inaccurate workpiece setting.  Figure 1 
illustrates the errors for the position of a bend line (the line where the punch touches the part 
first). The position of the workpiece with respect to the datums a, b, and c (solid triangles 
indicate the operational datums) is affected by the observed errors δPa, δPb, δPc Є ∆P, 
resulting into the tolerance zone for the bend line ideally located at the dashed line. 
Depending on the positions of these datums and their relative errors, the actual bend line may 
be shifted, tilted, or both. 

The error ∆T for the thickness of the sheet is assumed to affect a given blank uniformly. In 
other words, the thickness of a blank may deviate from the nominal value, but features 
everywhere the same thickness. 

Let a and b be the 2-point datum (compare figure 1. Then, if the distance between the datums 
a and b is approximatively L, the workpiece is angularly displaced by angle β with: 

L
PP ab δδ

β
−

= arctan                                                                   (1) 

 

 
Figure 1: Positioning errors of operation 1 

Furthermore, the bend line is linearly displaced by the average δPa and δPb if the bend line is 
parallel to the line defined by the 2-point datum or by the value of δPc if the two lines are 
perpendicular. 

Errors ∆Lb, ∆γb, ∆Lp, and ∆γp, for positions of bend lines and punched features are caused by: 

• The inaccuracy of the machine tool setup. This comprises, for example, the inaccuracy of 
the punch position relative to the die. For one batch of workpieces bent on the same machine 
tool, the distribution of this inaccuracy can be considered as invariable. 

• The inaccuracy of the forming process. Again, many factors are involved: the geometrical 
inaccuracy of the press, the alignment between   the punch and the die, the deformation of the 
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processing system under external   forces, vibrations, and thermal deformations  (Wang, 
1991). 

• The difference between the real and estimated ideal lengths due to stretching of the 
workpiece. 

As typical values of ∆γb and ∆γp are unknown to the authors and in order to simplify the 
mathematical notation, they are neglected in the following. The reader may, though, add 
whatever value she chooses to the βi occurring in the formulae. 

The angular error ∆α of a bend is mainly caused by an inaccurate prediction of spring-back. It 
has a direct influence on geometrical tolerances. For the same batch of sheet metal, this 
distribution is constant and independent from the bending sequence. For example, if two 
surfaces are linked by a sequence of parallel bend lines, the angular error between these 
surfaces is the accumulation of the corresponding observed angular errors δα �∆ α. 

Sheet metal is usually toleranced at a ±2% to ±5% variation in thickness. For 2mmof nominal 
sheet thickness and a ±2% tolerance region corresponds approximately to 0.01mm variance 
given in table 1 for a 6σ statistical tolerance.  

The error ∆D of a hole in a punching process is typically caused by a dimensional error of the 
punch or the deflection between punch and die. This error is assumed not to change the centre 
of a hole (as in contrast to ∆Lp). 

2.2 COMBINED SIZE AND PARALLELISM TOLERANCE 
This section aims at demonstrating that sheet metal forming errors as listed in table 1 can   
cause both, dimensional as well as angular part errors. This is done using the part shown in 
figure 2. Focus is put on the   dimension specified for surfaces A2X and A9Z, which is a 
combination of size dimension L4 with parallelism tolerance T1. More precisely, this 
dimension specifies that all points of surface A9Z must be with in a distance in the range of 
[L4, L4+T1] to A7Z. 

Figure 3 illustrates the forming process starting with a cut-to-size blank and the accumulation 
of sheet metal forming errors. Setups 1 to 4 depict the bending operations (starting with the 
bend between surfaces A7Z and A2X). Operational datums are highlighted by solid triangles. 
No effort is made to choose datums such that the accumulation of process errors is avoided. 

In general, an error E with respect to a dimension is the sum of the supposed independent 
dimensional and angular process errors, that is Ed and Eg. The independence of the two 
elements is in accordance with best practices and discussed in more detail in (Thimm, 2006).  
Then, for the example part in figure 2, the error E is with respect to dimension A7Z-A9Z. In 
detail: )9,7()9,7()9,7( ZAZAEZAZAEZAZAE gd += . 

Figure 3 illustrates the forming process starting with a cut-to-size blank and the accumulation 
of sheet metal forming errors. Setups 1 to 4 depict the bending operations (starting with the 
bend between surfaces A7Z and A9Z. Operational datums are highlighted by solid triangles. 
No effort is made to choose datums such that the accumulation of process errors is avoided. 

Figure 3 shows that the processes contributing to the tolerance stack for design dimension 
A7Z-A9Z are: 

1. The distance between the blank surfaces S1X0 and S4X0 is affected by error: 

BXSXSEd δ=)04,01(  
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Figure 2: Engineering drawing of the example part 

2. Bending operation 1 forms the surfaces1 A7Z0, B7Z0, A2X0, B2X0, A8Z0, B8Z0, A3X0, 
B3X0, A9Z0, B9Z0, and S4X1: 

)(
2
1)()02,01( 11111 ababbd PPPPLXBXSE δδδδδ ++−+=  

TPPPPLBXSZAE ababbd δδδδδδδ +++−++= )(
2
1)()14,07( 11111  

3. Operation 2 creates the surfaces A8Z1 and B8Z1 and prepares the pre-forming surfaces 
A3X1, B3X1, A9Z1, B9Z1, and S4X2: 

TPPPPLZAZAE ababbd δδδδδδ +++−+= )(
2
1)()18,07( 22222  

∑
=

+++−+=
2

1
))(

2
1()24,02(

i
biiaibiaibd LPPPPBXSXBE δδδδδδ  

 

                                                 
1 Note that iaibi PPL δδβ −=)tan(1  
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Figure 3: A detailed analysis of tolerance stacks for the bending sequence 

4. Operation 3 forms surfaces A3X2, B3X2, A9Z2, B9Z2, and S4X3: 

)(
2
1)()18,34( 33333 ababbd PPPPLZAXSE δδδδδ ++−+=  
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∑
=

+++−+=
3

1
))(

2
1()29,02(

i
biiaibiaibd LPPPPBZAXBE δδδδδδ  

5. Operation 4 creates surfaces A9Z3, B9Z3, and S4X4:  

)(
2
1)()23,44( 44444 ababbd PPPPLXAXSE δδδδδ ++−+=  

∑
=

+++−=
4

3

))(
2
1()39,18(

i
biiaibiaibd LPPPPZAZAE δδδδδ  

The error caused by dimensional process errors between A7Z0 and A9Z3 for the final part 
consequently is )18,07()18,39( ZAZAEZAZAEE ddd += . 

However, angular errors of the bends (the estimation of spring-backs) also contribute to the 
dimensional error between A7Z0 and A9Z3. For example as shown in figure 4, the position of 
the second bend line with respect to A7Z is affected by the observable angular error δα1 �∆α 
and the distance between the first and second bend line. The corresponding error Eg1 can be 
written as: ]1)[cos( 131 −= δαLEg . The calculation can be carried on as illustrated in figure 4 
(all δαi �∆α): 

)sin()( 2122 δαδα +−= tLEg  

]1))[cos(( 123243 −−−−= δαδαδαLLEg  

)sin( 123454 δαδαδαδα −−+= LEg  

 
Figure 4: The tolerance analysis of the angular errors 

 

Therefore, the error between A7Z0 and A9Z3 for the final part is: 
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)sin(]1))[cos(()sin()(

]1)[cos())(
2
1()18,39(

1234512334212

1

4

2
3

δαδαδαδαδαδαδαδαδα

δαδδδδδδ

−−++−−−−++−+

−+++++−= ∑
=

LLLtL

LTLPPPPZAZAE
i

biiaibiaib

 

Setting L1=20mm, L2=50mm, L3=L5=40mm, L4=80mm, and t=2mm as well as using the 
errors given in table 1 permits to determine the distribution of the error )18,39( ZAZAE  by 
the means of a Monte Carlo simulation over ten thousand samples. The resulting histogram of 
the distribution of )18,39( ZAZAE  (calculated using intervals with a width of 0.01mm) is 
shown in figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Histogram of )18,39( ZAZAE  

The figure includes both the histogram of the data and a normal distribution with the sample 
mean and standard deviation as the sample distribution of )18,39( ZAZAE , showing its 
similarity to a normal distribution. Both, the sample mean and median are statistically zero.  
The standard deviation of )18,39( ZAZAE  is approximatively 0.1106mm with a mean of 
0.00001mm. 

In the aim of better understanding the influence of the components of this error on its total, its 
partial differentials with respect to each statistical variable were calculated. In short, this 
allowed to conclude that: 

• The dimensional errors ∆Lb, ∆T, and ∆P change the part dimensions in the range of their 

own distribution: .
)(

,
)(

,
)( ),(

const
P
E

T
E

L
E

baibi

=
∂

∂
∂
∂

∂
∂

δδδ
 

• The error committed during the estimation of a spring-back is in the order of the part's size 
dimensions: 
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,
)(

,
)( 2

2
3

1

tLELE
−≈

∂
∂

−≈
∂
∂

δαδα
 and 5

43 )(
,

)(
LEE

≈
∂
∂

∂
∂

δαδα
 

Consequently, the error on the spring-back likely contributes more to the size dimensional 
errors of the final part than the dimensional error themselves. 

For comparison, tolerance intervals of ±3σ for the machining were used to calculate worst 
case errors. This results in: 8916.0)18,39(8937.0 ≤≤− ZAZAE . This interval is, as it can be 
expected, too large as compared to the statistical result.  

 

2.3 PARALLELISM TOLERANCE 

In contrast to the last section, only the parallelism between the two surfaces is considered 
(that is the absolute distance is ignored). This changes the terms describing the accumulated 
error: the error in length ∆Lbi and the terms for linear displacements of the workpiece relative 

to the datums (that is the terms )(
2
1

iaib PP δδ +  and the part have to be disregarded.  The error 

with respect to the parallelism between A7Z0 and A9Z3 becomes: 

)sin(]1))[cos((

)sin()(]1)[cos()()18,39(

1234512334

2121

4

2
3

δαδαδαδαδαδαδα

δαδαδαδδ

−−++−−−−+

+−+−+−= ∑
=

LLL

tLLPPZAZAE
i

iaib  

For the same experimental setup, the distribution of )18,39( ZAZAE  has the same shape with 
a statistically zero mean and a slightly smaller standard deviation of 0.1070mm. 

 

2.4 POSITION TOLERANCE 

The two holes H18XZ and H19XZ in the part shown in figure 6 are positioned relative to each 
other. Their axes are constrained by a position tolerance relative to datum A (the surface A15Z 
at the bottom of the part). A coordinate system is set up as shown in the lower right image of 
figure 6 and all size design dimensions are labelled with Li (i=1, 2, 3…). 
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Figure 6: Labelling and dimensions of the example part 

An operation sequence (blanking, punching, and two bending operations) is illustrated in 
figures 7 to 9. For this sequence, the observed error E for the position of the holes H18XZ and 
H19XZ is calculated. The position errors can be calculated with L13 and βi (i=1, 2, 3…). 

 
Figure 7: Operation 1: punching the holes H18XZ0 and H19XZ0 
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Figure 8: Operation2: bending 

If the 2-point datum is placed on surfaces S9Y0 or S14Y0, the tolerances of the process are: 

1. The blanking operation forms the side surfaces and the surfaces forming the H-shaped 
hole with the error ∆B. This error affects all distances between any pair of surfaces, but 
does contribute at most once to any tolerance chain. 

2. Operation 1 punches H18XZ0 and H19XZ0. 

)(
2
1)tan()018,09( 111131 abpd PPLLXZHYSE δδβδ +++=  

 

 
Figure 9: Operation 3: bending 
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)(
2
1)tan()019,09( 111132 abpd PPLLXZHYSE δδβδ +++=  

)(
2
1)tan()019,014( 111132 abpd PPLLBXZHYSE δδβδδ ++++=  

with β1 are given in equation (1), that is )()tan(
1

13
113 iaib PP

L
L

L δδβ −= . 

3. Operation 2 (Bending 1) creates A11Y2, B11Y2, S16Z1, and H18XZ1. 

)(
2
1)(

2
1

)tan()tan()118,015(

2211

21311311

abab

bpd

PPPP

TLLLLXZHZAE

δδδδ

δββδδ

++++

++++=
 

4. Operation 3 (Bending 2): the features A12Y2, B12Y2, S17Z1, and H19XZ1 are formed. 

)(
2
1)(

2
1

)tan()tan()119,015(

3311

31311322

abab

bpd

PPPP

TLLLLBXZHZAE

δδδδ

δββδδδ

++++

+++++=
 

However, the error between the axes of the holes H18XZ and H19XZ is also affected by 
angular process errors, as illustrated in figure 10. 

According to ISO specification 1101 and 5458, the position tolerance zone is limited by a 
cylinder of diameter T1, with reference to the surfaces A15Z and S1X. The errors in the 
direction of the x- and z-axis must be compared with T1 to assert that the holes are within the 
tolerance zone. Therefore, the extreme locations of the four points A, B, C and D in the 
direction of three axes have to be compared with the part's specification. 

The displacements of these points, which are caused by size dimensional and angular process 
errors with respect to the orientation of the three axe, are given in tables 2 and 3, respectively 
(table 3 assumes that the bend lines are perfectly parallel to S9Y0). The sums of corresponding 
entries in these two tables are the maximal displacement of each point in the respective 
orientations. 

 

In figure 11, point O is the nominal position of the centre of the hole, which is decided by two 
basic size dimension L11 and L13. The actual centre line of the two holes is controlled by the 
circular tolerance zone with a specified diameter T1. A, B, C or D locates in the tolerance 
zone. 
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Figure 10: Analysis of the angular error 
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A, B cp PL 11 δδ +  
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δδδ
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)(
2
1

)(
2
1)tan()tan(
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C, D cp PL 11 δδ +  

BTPP

PPLLLL

ba

babp

δδδδ

δδββδδ

++++
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2
1

)(
2
1)tan()tan(
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Table 2: Displacements of points by dimensional errors with respect to the three axes 

Point x z 
A 0 )1)(cos( 111 −δαL  
B 0 )1))(cos(( 111 −+ δαtL  
C 0 )1))(cos(( 211 −+ δαtL  
D 0 )1)(cos( 211 −δαL  

 
Table 3: Displacements of points by angular process errors with respect to the three axes 
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According to ISO 5458, the axis of the hole must be located within the tolerance zone. Be rA, 
rB, rC, and rD the Euclidean distances between O and the four points A, B, C or D, then the 
part is within specification if: 

1},,,max{2: TrrrrP DCBAd ≤⋅=  

The distances rA, rB, rC, and rD are the Euclidean distances in the x-z plane of the respective 
points, that is the sums of the coordinates in tables 2 and 3, to point (L13, L11). 

The distribution of Pd was estimated using a Monte-Carlo simulation over ten thousand 
random samples L1=50mm, L11=15mm, L13=25mm, t=2mm, and the errors as given in 
table1). 

 
Figure 11: Positional Tolerance Zone 

 
Figure 12 shows both a frequency histogram of Pd based on 0.01 wide intervals and the 
envelope of a normal distribution using the sample median value (0.076840mm) and standard 
deviation (0.033599mm) of the data for comparison. Obviously the distribution of Pd is not a 
normal distribution, nor has a near-zero mean. 

A worst case model with tolerance intervals of ±3σ, results into an estimation of Pd with 
64806.00 ≤≤ dP mm. Obviously, the upper value of the interval much bigger than the values 

obtained by the statistical approach, whereas the mean is close to the statistical value. 
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Figure 12:Histogram of Pd 

 

3 CONCLUSION 

The paper demonstrates that geometric tolerance transfers from process tolerances to 
geometric dimensions of the design can be calculated. The proposed method relies statistical 
tolerancing using a Monte-Carlo simulation in combination of closed forms for the deviations 
of the part's shape based on geometrical tolerances of machining processes in a sheet metal 
forming sequence. Major sources of machining errors are considered, including angular errors 
caused by spring-back. 

A comparison of the error distributions with values obtained from a worst-case analysis for 6-
σ confidence intervals showed, that - as it is also observable for prismatic or rotational parts - 
the latter often grossly overestimates the errors for the part. However, this problem is more 
pronounced in sheet-metal parts, as tolerance chains tend to include more processes and 
approaches like direct machining (Boothroyd, 2002; Thimm, 2004) are more difficult to 
apply. A further remarkable difference to other types of machining processes is that, even 
though process tolerances are centred, this may not be true for the errors of the final part. 
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